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A B S T R A C T   

Aim: The basic objective of this paper is to develop a single structured algorithm to classify the breast tissues into 
normal or abnormal. 
Material & Methodology: For this study, the breast MR images dataset of 448 images collected from Healthmap 
diagnostics centre, PGIMS, Rohtak, India. The proposed algorithm consists of several steps i.e. an integrated 
(Median Wiener & Median) filtering technique is used for de-noising; breast boundary region extraction via 
selection of nipple and mid- sternum points to make the image rotation invariant; determined the tumor region 
intensity by using morphological operations & hole filling; classify the normal and abnormal breast tissues by 
SVM using 14 texture features extracted through GLCM & 13 morphological or kinetic features; evaluated the 
exact location as well as area of abnormal tissues. 
Results: The proposed algorithm has been evaluated statistically as well as visually. The quality parameters 
achieved are accuracy, sensitivity and specificity with values 0.937, 0.956 and 0.872 respectively. The Jaccard 
Index coefficient achieved is 0.921, which indicates promising overlap between the predicted tumor and the 
manually done image by the radiologist so called ground truth image. 
Conclusion: This work may be taken as a second opinion by the radiologists. The evaluated results may give a 
basic foundation for optimization by selecting the features more precisely and also different evolutionary al-
gorithms using multi-classifiers can be designed in future.   

1. Introduction 

MRI is the safest technique for the scanning and early detection of 
breast tumors as it does not involve any kind of radiation (Jaglan, Dass, 
& Duhan, 2019b). MRI uses both magnetic fields and radio-frequency 
pulses to stimulate the signal from the object (Losurdo et al., 2018). It 
reads the data through magnetic gradients and places the same into k- 
space which is further translated into spatial domain for image forma-
tion (Warner et al., 2001). Earlier detection of breast cancer especially in 
high risk women reduces the mortality rate and even the need of biopsy/ 
chemotherapy (Saadatmand et al., 2019). MRI can be used both for 
diagnostic (tumor, bone damage, assess and surgery planning) and 
research purposes (Schoub, 2018). Image segmentation i.e. finding the 
tumor ROI (Region of Interest) is central in breast MRI analysis (Cai, Liu, 
Peng, Wu, & Li, 2014). The breast anatomy contains fatty tissues as well 
as dense fibro-glandular tissues which makes it more heterogeneous so 
analysis of breast MR Images is a quite challenging (Bouchebbah & 
Slimani, 2019). The breast tumor extraction through MR images is the 

most tedious and time taking task performed by experts/ radiologists 
whereas their experience plays the key role to manually rule out the 
abnormal regions (Jaglan, Dass, & Duhan, 2019c). Even well- 
experienced physician may sometimes get inter-observer variation 
rates during the image interpretation. Therefore, there is a need to 
investigate a lesion detection method with high sensitivity and low false 
positive detections in order to achieve a fully automated CAD system 
(Cheng, Shan, Ju, Guo, & Zhang, 2010). However, the higher value of 
sensitivity is presented by the fusion of MRI and mammography 
methods shows in the meta-analysis (Saadatmand et al., 2019). Few 
studies available in investigating fully automated lesion detection sys-
tems in breast MRI are given below in Table 1. 

This paper is further arranged as: Section II explains the material & 
methodology used. Section III explains the experimental results & 
analysis. Section IV gives the qualitative analysis of the proposed work 
and presented the conclusion in section V. 
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2. Material & methodology 

2.1. Breast MRI data acquisition 

In this study, Breast MR Image dataset of 448 cases (318 abnormal 
and 130 normal) collected from the Healthmap diagnostics centre, 
PGIMS, Rohtak. MRI sequences obtained using a 1.5 Tesla super con-
ducting MRI unit (GE Medical Systems) to acquire multi-parametric 
breast images. Dynamic contrast MRI of both breasts is performed in 
open array coil after giving contrast IV using a M3D-FSPGR sequence 
with post contrast subtracted and MIP images. The dynamic data sets 
were acquired by high resolution T1W-FSPGR fat saturated and SSFSE- 
T2W breathhold section in axial & sagittal planes and T2W/ Tirm cor-
onal planes. Table 2 gives the detail of twelve cases as per the reports 
generated by the experts where the BIRAD staging is done on the basis of 
signal–Intensity curve. The manually segmented tumor ROI done by the 
experts becomes the ground truth image & the statistical parameters like 
area, perimeter etc. are evaluated given in Table 2 while the normal 
breast MR images contains no statistical data. There is no curve plot 
even for mass or tuberculosis but other parameters are evaluated. 

Data processing: The breast MR dataset is processed using MATLAB 
through Intel inside CORE i3 processor with 64 GB RAM and Windows 
10. Fig. 1 displayed the framework of the proposed tumor detection 
algorithm made up of three phases; Pre-processing, Breast region seg-
mentation & tumor detection and feature extraction & classification. 
The detailed description of all the phases is given as: 

2.2. Phase 1: Pre-processing 

Pre-processing improves the quality of image & make the image 
quite appropriate for further processing by mankind or even computer 
vision systems. It helps in removing the artefacts in the background, and 
sharpening/smoothing the required region (Jaglan, Dass, & Duhan, 
2019a). Initially, the acquired breast MR scanned images are read in 
DICOM format so converted into 8-bit grey level scale, thus each pixel of 
image has intensity value (0 to 255). Gray scale value is the range of 
shades of gray which is required to assign a specific intensity value per 
pixel. Hence, the MRI image is intended to pre-process in gray-scale 
level. 

Table 1 
Related work along with key findings.  

Author Description Key Findings 

Cui et al. (2009) Determined the external 
as well as internal 
markers automatically 
for marker controlled 
watershed segmentation 
using Gaussian mixture 
modelling. 

Achieved 62.6%±9.1% & 
61.0%±11.3% values of 
overlap ratios by 
comparing with the 
results of manual 
segmentations 
respectively. 

Nie et al. (2008) Predicted the breast MRI 
diagnosis using 
quantitative morphologic 
and texture features 
analysis method. 

High accuracy, AUC is 
observed as 86%. 

Sinha et al. (1997) Improved the specificity 
of breast MR by using 
LDA of shape, contrast 
uptake, and texture 
descriptors. 

Recall and specificity are 
93% & 95% respectively 
(when 10 features were 
combined) 

Elif Derya Ubeyli (Übeyli, 
2007) 

Four neural network 
(NN) methods i.e. 
Probabilistic NN, 
Multilayer Perceptron 
NN, Recurrent NN, 
Combined NN were 
compared with SVM. 

SVM achieved the 
highest classification 
accuracy of 99.54%. 

Maglogiannis, 
Zafiropoulos, and 
Anagnostopoulos 
(2009) 

Compared SVM classifier 
with ANN (Artificial NN) 
and Bayesian classifiers 
for prognosis & diagnosis 
of breast tumor. 

The obtained accuracies 
were 97.54%, 92.80% 
and 97.90%, respectively 
while SVM exhibiting 
high values of specificity 
i.e. 97.67% and 
sensitivity i.e. 97. 84% 
than other methods. 

Karabatak and Ince 
(2009) 

Presented a CAD system 
built of AR (Association 
Rules) & Neural Network 
for detecting breast 
cancer. 

95.6% was the correct 
classification rate. 

Chen, Yang, Liu, and Liu 
(2011) 

Proposed an algorithm 
named RS_SVM based on 
rough set & SVM 
classifier 

The reported average 
accuracy was 96.87%. 

Kele, Kele, and Yavuz 
(2011) 

Expert system for 
diagnosis of breast cancer 
abbreviated as Ex-DBC is 
developed. 

Specificity, sensitivity, 
PPV & NPV were 97%, 
76%, 96% & 81% 
respectively. 

Marcano-Cedeño, 
Quintanilla- 
Domínguez, and Andina 
(2011)) 

Presented biological 
meta-plasticity property 
based ANN (AMMLP) for 
breast cancer 
classification. 

Total classification 
accuracy was 99.26%. 

Şahan, Polat, Kodaz, and 
Güneş (2007) 

Hybridization of fuzzy- 
artificial immune system 
with KNN is 
implemented. 

The accuracy value of 
99.14% is obtained. 

Abonyi and Szeifert 
(2003) 

A technique called (SFC) 
Supervised Fuzzy 
Clustering is applied. 

95.57% accuracy 
obtained. 

Muthu Rama Krishnan, 
Banerjee, Chakraborty, 
Chakraborty, and Ray 
(2010) 

SVM Classifier Overall accuracies 
evaluated for two 
datasets are 99.385% and 
93.726%. 

Stoean and Stoean (2013) Proposed two-step 
hybridized methodology 
based on Evolutionary 
Algorithms (EA) and 
SVM. 

Correct classification for 
diagnostics & prognostic 
were 97% and 79% 
respectively. 

Mu and Nandi (2007) Given the SVM with 
various parameters of 
tuning system and the 
SOM–RBF classifier. 

98.6%. is the value given 
by the L2-SVM classifier 
by GDSEE parameter of 
tuning system. 

Moftah et al. (2014) Intensity distribution 
used as feature. 

90.83% is the given 
accuracy of ROI. 

Al-faris, Ngah, Ashidi, Isa, 
and Lutfi (2012) 

Applied a modified 
technique by SRG 

AUC is reported as 0.95.  

Table 1 (continued ) 

Author Description Key Findings 

(Seeded Region Growing) 
based on PSO. 

Huang (2014) Proposed a Level Set 
Method (LSM) along with 
shape model for lesion 
segmentation of breast 
MRI. 

The sensitivity & 
specificity values are 
0.952 and 0.999 
respectively. 

Al-Faris, Kalthum Ngah, 
Ashidi Mat Isa, and Lutfi 
Shuaib (2012) 

An integration method is 
presented consists of 
level set active 
contouring method with 
morphological thinning 
operation. 

An accuracy of 0.9607 is 
obtained. AUC is 0.9905, 
Jaccard Index is 0.9275. 

Al-faris, Ngah, Isa, and 
Shuaib (2015) 

Skin border regions are 
excluded from Breast 
MRI images through an 
automatic combined 
approach. 

The average of sensitivity 
is 86% and specificity is 
97%. 

Fooladivanda, Shokouhi, 
and Ahmadinejad 
(2017b) 

Presented a decision- 
making framework using 
Localized atlas based 
Segmentation and SVM 
for classification the 
breast tissues into 
complex or simple. 

Jaccard Index Coefficient 
and Dice Similarity 
Coefficient are given as 
92.9 & 96.3 respectively 
whereas total overlap 
was 97.4%. The values of 
false negative, and false 
positive were 2.61% and 
4.77% respectively.  
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Table 2 
Real Time Breast MR Image Dataset Description.  

Case Signal - Intensity Curve Type Tumor location Stage Tumor Area (mm2) Mean Standard Deviation Perimeter 

1 Benign Right BIRAD-II  1035.61  1532.9 377.1  131.13 

2 Benign Left BIRAD-III  2817.36  1807.2 420.5  210.16 

3 _ Normal _ 
4 Benign Left BIRAD-IV  1680.15  1345.9 348.7  159.17 

5 DCIS Left BIRAD-IV  124.92  765.2 522.7  44.38 

6 _ Normal _ 
7 _ Solid mass Right _  488.56  928.9 626.6  84.68 
8 Benign Right BIRAD-III  287.4  1383.8 255.6  65.46 

9 _ Normal _ 
10 _ Tuberculosis left _  374.76  967.5 390.1  82.05 
11 Benign Right BIRAD-III  156.58  2203.5 519  49.36 

12 _ Normal _  

Fig. 1. Framework of Proposed Algorithm.  
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Noise removal: From the literature, the suggested filter used to 
remove the impulse/Salt & pepper noise is Median filter & Wiener filter 
is best for removal of Gaussian noise (Kumar & Nachamai, 2017). 
Therefore, the combination of these two effective filters in a specific 
order may lead to an efficient hybrid filtering method as shown in Fig. 2. 

In this phase, three integrated filter designed by cascading Median & 
Wiener Filter in a specific order i.e. MW, MWM, MWMW are used for 
noise removal and proves better than filters i.e. Average, Gaussian, 
Wiener and Median in terms of quantitative as well as qualitative 
analysis. The MWM filter is validated as the better one in terms of 

Fig. 2. Workflow of Noise removal Technique.  

Fig. 3. Qualitative analysis of proposed hybridized filters with other existing filters a) Original breast MR images of eight patients [1–8(from left to right)] (b) 
Average filtered output (c) Gaussian filtered output (d) Wiener filtered output (e) Median filtered output (f) MW filtered images (g) MWM filtered images (h) MWMW 
filtered images. 
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quantitative analysis done through various Performance evaluation 
parameters like MSE, RMSE, PSNR and MAE and even by the radiologists 
among all the other filtering techniques as well as the other proposed 
ones i.e. MW and MWMW as per their visual prospective depicted as 
qualitative analysis in Fig. 3. 

2.3. Phase 2: Breast region segmentation & tumor detection 

Filtered breast MR images are further processed through canny edge 
operator (Jaglan et al., 2019a) to get the sharp edges as it helps in 
detecting the tumor boundary. It gives very high rated results and used 
very widely for the object’s finer details (Gobindchandra, 2015). 

Algorithm 1 gives the detailed description of all the steps included:  

Algorithm 1 Proposed Algorithm 
Input: IB (I is breast MR Image where B =1, 2, 3. . . n) 
Output: BTR (Segmented Tumor Region) 
1: procedure 1: Extract Breast Region and Tumor Region 
2: Convert IN →gray scale IG. 
3: Noise Filtering using ‘MWM’ IG →IFG section 2.2. 
4: Edge Detection IFG → ‘Canny operator’ IED section 2.3. 
5: Selection of Nipple and Mid-sternum points NU1, NU2, NL1, NL2 and MU, ML where 

NU and MU represent peak and valley point from upper side while NL and ML 
represents the same from lower side of the breast MR Image. 

6: Max.(dU , dL), where dU = distance (Euclidian, NU1, NU2 and MU) and dL =

distance (Euclidian, NL1, NL2 and ML) defines the orientation of the breast MR Image. 
7: Breast Region IBR → connecting corner points C1, C2 and MU | ML. 
8: Extract Breast region MR Image IBRO | IBRO → IBR * IB. 
9: Extract Tumor region BTR | BTR ⫅ max(SIBR). 
10: ITn → Thinning ITR 
11: Tumor Part ITp → Largest Connected Component ITn 
12: procedure 2: Extract Tumor Features Information 
13: Compute Features (Texture, Morphological & Kinetic) → ITp. 
14: Calculate μ, σ, Contrast, Homogeneity, Correlation, Energy, globalmean, 

smoothness, uniformity, entropy, skewness, correlation, area, peri, compact → ITp. 
15: Extract the Region BTR and Presence based on the SVM Classification using 

features information. 
16: Calculate Tumor Area Area(BTR) and Identify Location(BTR).  

Nipple & mid-sternum point selection: In this, the pixel by pixel 
scanning of whole image is done to get the peak & valley points for 
finding out the orientation of the image. The points are selected from 

both the lower as well as upper image side and then calculated the 
Euclidean distance between the upper peak points i.e. NU1 & NU2 and 
the valley point MU as shown in Fig. 4. Similar process is done for the 
lower side to get the Euclidean distance between NL1 & NL2 and ML. The 
Euclidean distance between points N & M is the connecting length of the 
line segment. If these NU1,NU2, NL1, NL2 and MU, ML are nipple & mid- 
sternum points from both side of the breast MRI in Euclidean space, then 
the distance (dU) from NU1 to MU or NU2 to MU is compared with the 
distance (dL) from NL1to ML or NL2 to ML as shown in Fig. 4. After 
comparing both the Euclidean distance, the maximum one defines the 
exact orientation of the image. However, it also makes the process 
Rotation Invariant(Islam, Wijewickrema, & O’Leary, 2019)which means 
the system doesn’t get affected by the augmentation of the image at any 
angle. It helps in determining the exact orientation of the breast which is 
further helpful in the tumor location identification. The right as well as 
left axillary points are denoted by AR and AL respectively. 

Tumor intensity determination & segmentation: The next step 
included morphological operators for hole-filling and leakage removal; 
closing is needed for filling the holes on the breast boundary line; the 
inner holes within the breast are filled through hole filling; & the dila-
tion caused by the closing operation is reduced, erosion is performed 
(Fusco, Di Marzo, Sansone, Sansone, & Petrillo, 2017). This is the final 
step to extract the tumor from the MR image clearly. Some morpho-
logical operators need to be applied to the binary mask obtained after 
the binarization of the MR image. This is done in order to make visible 
only that part of the region where the tumor is detected. That region is 
shown specifically in white colour and that is the part which is the re-
gion containing more intensity. 

2.4. Phase 3: Feature extraction and classification 

Once the lesion has been localized or segmented accurately, various 
properties are computed to characterize the lesion. The visual details of 
the breast MR image like shape, contrast, size, and texture are collected 
through feature extraction. The diagnosis system’s accuracy can be 
improved by selecting leading features. Haralick, Shanmugam, and 
Dinstein (1973) presented a two step method for medical images’ 
feature extraction in which firstly computed the GLCM and then the 

Fig. 4. Point selection criteria for exact breast orientation.  
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texture features are calculated on the basis of GLCM. Kinetic features are 
extensively investigated and used as a conventional method in the 
evaluation of the performance of various classifiers. More recently, 
morphological features are computed and evaluated in the lesion anal-
ysis (Fusco et al., 2016). There are 14 texture features i.e. energy, 
variance, entropy, maximal correlation coefficient, contrast, correlation, 
difference & sum variance, inverse difference moment, sum & difference 
entropy, information measurements correlation are extracted through 
GLCM. In this study, total 27 features are selected such as morphological 
features, the likelihood of abnormality, the standard deviation (SD) & 
mean of every kinetic parameter of whole abnormal tissues. After all 
lesion features have been extracted, various classifiers i.e. CNN (Con-
volutional Neural Network), LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) & SVM 
can be used to label each tissue as normal or abnormal(Kanchanamani & 
Perumal, 2016). In this work, the abnormal or normal tissues are cate-
gorized by the extracted features using SVM classifier(Nahid & Kong, 
2017). SVM has the important attributes like robustness to outliers, high 
generalization ability and absence of local minima (Fooladivanda, 
Shokouhi, & Ahmadinejad, 2017). An optimally splitting hyper-plane 
found as the decision surface which maximizes the stretch between 
the closest data point by both the sides of the surface (Gal, Mehnert, 
Bradley, Kennedy, & Crozier, 2009). The classifier is trained by manual 
annotations (done by the radiologists) of both types of MR scans either 
normal or abnormal tissues. The advantage of SVM is that it ends with 
the global minima (Erickson, Korfiatis, Akkus, & Kline, 2019). Also 
SVMs are less prone to over-fitting and works faster than Artificial 
Neural Network(Übeyli, 2007). Negi R., Mathew R. reviewed different 
machine learning algorithms breast cancer detection & analysis and 
showed that the SVM gives an optimal execution in terms of distinctness 
and accuracy (Negi & Mathew, 2020). 

Deep learning is taking command in all kinds of classification tasks in 
different fields but their applicability to the field of medical imaging is 
limited by the lack of large imaging datasets as it requires a massive 
annotated training dataset(Amit et al., 2017). Even though the 
employment of deep learning methods in the field of medical imaging is 
captivating but multiple issues need to be resolved before introducing it 
for radiological practice such as data standardization, limited datasets, 
uninterpretable black box model and privacy & legal issues(Lee et al., 
2017). The prime advantage of the algorithms based on deep learning in 
contrast with other machine learning based algorithms is to find out the 
prime features during the search process so feature computation is not 
needed to be done as its first step(Giger, 2018; Wu et al., 2020). 

2.5. Tumor location detection & area calculation 

If the segmented region is classified as the abnormal one on the basis 
of extracted features, then the area of that particular lesion is calculated. 
The area of the abnormal tissues depends on the absolute sum of pixels 
lies in that region; therefore the area of a single pixel must be deter-
mined. In this, after the tumor region is detected, the maximum intensity 
pixel values can be obtained. By using this intensity value, the pixels can 
be converted into square centimetres. The equation (i) & (ii) are used to 
calculate the area of the abnormal lesion (Lakshmi, Swathi, & Srinivas, 
2016) : 

Area of Tumor = A × total no of tumor region′ s pixels (1) 

Therefore, 

A = V × H (2)  

where, A gives the value of single pixel’s area; V and H represents the 
vertical and horizontal dimension of the breast MRI respectively. The 
unit of area is taken as cm2. 

Next, the tumor location is identified as per the primary location 
guidelines designed specifically for the axial orientation of breast MR 
images given below. In literature, only coronal plane is available to 

locate the tumor (Rummel, Hueman, Costantino, Shriver, & Ellsworth, 
2015) but a new perspective is designed in this work to identify the 
location of tumor in the axial view with the consent of the experts. These 
guidelines are specifically designed for the axial view of the breast MRI.  

Primary location guidelines for axial plane of breast MRI  
• Right Breast Region  
• Left Breast Region  
A) Nipple (areolar)  
i. Left areolar  
ii. Right areolar  
B) Center location (subareolar) area extending 1 cm around areolar (Left/ Right) 

complex  
i. Upper Inner Central (UIC)  
ii. Lower Inner Central (LIC)  
iii. Upper Outer Central (UOC)  
iv. Lower Outer Central (LOC)  
C) Axillary tail of breast  
i. Left Axillary  
ii. Right Axillary  
D) Overlapping lesion of breast  
i. Inner Breast  
ii. Outer Breast  
iii. Upper Breast  
iv. Lower breast  
v. Medial breast  
vi. Midline breast  
E) Multiple legion of Breast  
i. Left Breast  
ii. Right Breast  
iii. Entire Breast  
iv. Multiple tumors at various sub-locations within breast  
v. Third-forth or more of the breast region involved with tumor  

Fig. 5 gives the pictorial representation of the primary location 
guidelines. The whole breast region is initially divided into two regions; 
left or right by identifying the mid-sternum point in between. Then the 
nipple/areolar points of both the breast regions are determined at the 
peak points. Similarly, center/subareolar point is defined by the center 
of each breast. Each breast is divided into four different central points 
like Upper Inner Central (UIC), Upper Outer Central (UOC), Lower Inner 
Central (LIC) and Lower Outer Central (LOC). Lastly, the left /right 
axillary points are determined which genuinely helps in finding the 
exact tumor location specifically for the axial view of breast MRI. 

Fig. 5. Pictorial representation of Primary Location Guidelines.  
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3. Experimental results & discussion 

In Fig. 6, the workflow adoption of the proposed algorithm is 
depicted. Initially, the proposed MWM filter is used to de-noise the input 
breast MR image. In the next step, the canny operator is used to sharp the 
edge so the nipple & mid-sternum points are easily selected and deter-
mine the exact breast orientation on the basis of Euclidean distance. The 
maximum Euclidean distance between these points determines the exact 
orientation. The point selection is done from both upward & downward 
directions of the breast MR image to make the image rotation invariant 
which helps in tumor location identification. 

The tissues i.e. fatty, fibro-glandular and tumor are extracted from 
the breast MRI by determining the intensity level of the MR image and 
then holes’ filling is done. The region with maximum intensity value is 
determined by defining the region properties of the breast MR image. 
Again, the abnormal tissues are identified from the segmented region 
through morphological operation. Next, the segmented lesion is 

classified as abnormal tissue or normal one by SVM on the basis of 
various features of the manual annotations by which the system is 
trained. If the extracted lesion is abnormal then the tumor location as 
well as area of that tissue must be evaluated. 

Table 3 gives the detailed description about the training and testing 
set used by the SVM classifier. Using this system, the statistically anal-
ysis of the tumor area and probabilistic classification is successfully done 
from the MRI images of twelve individual patients. 

Out of all the breast MR images with suspicious lesion in the dataset, 
we have found 318 images which have well-defined as well as visible 
boundaries of breast outer region in axial view. These images were 
manually segmented by experts/radiologists to generate the ground 
truth images for reference. Rest of the images contains many thin 
structures or patterns which were difficult to segment manually even by 
radiologists. Therefore, it was difficult to validate the results with 
manual segmentations. Every 10 consecutive images are allocated with 
one breast region label due to similarity in consecutive images in MRI 
sequences. It employed patient-level, 10-fold cross validation so each 
subset contains approximately 31 MR images. The system is trained with 
five subsets and tested on remaining subsets to illustrate the robustness 
of the algorithm. Table 4 shows the average of performance parameters 
i.e. accuracy, sensitivity, precision, F-measure, Dice & Jaccard index 
(Sokolova & Lapalme, 2019) of the predicted image generated through 
proposed algorithm for MR image dataset of breast against the manual 
segmented image obtained through mean value of the five testing 

Fig. 6. Workflow adoption of proposed algorithm.  

Table 3 
Training and testing set.  

Breast MR Image Dataset (448 
Images) 

Partition 
(%) 

Training Set Testing Set 

Abnormal(318 Images) 50–50 158 160 
Normal (130 Images) 70–30 83 47  

Table 4 
Performance analysis of the predicted images against ground Truth images of abnormal tissues.  

S. No. Statistical Measures Testing Subset 1 Testing Subset 2 Testing Subset 3 Testing Subset 4 Testing Subset 5 Mean ± Standard deviation 

1 Accuracy  0.998671 0.99629 0.999466  0.999885  0.999537 0.9987 ± 0.0014 
2 Sensitivity  0.979766 0.7316 1  0.97235  0.95295 0.9273 ± 0.1107 
3 Precision  0.998792 1 0.999465  0.999925  0.999925 0.9996 ± 0.0005 
4 F-measure  0.838651 1 0.609211  0.95045  0.977029 0.8750 ± 0.1610 
5 Dice  0.903733 0.844999 0.757155  0.961276  0.964839 0.8864 ± 0.0872 
6 Jaccard  0.989233 0.855336 0.855336  0.986041  0.976118 0.9324 ± 0.0705  
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subsets. 
Experts delineated manual segmentation for abnormal tissues which 

may used as the reference region so called ground truth image against 
the predicted one generated through the proposed algorithm. Table 5 
gives the qualitative analysis of five breast MR image from each testing 
subset of abnormal cases of breast MRI with tumor of specific size, in-
tensity and shape. This analysis proves the fact that proposed algorithm 
has accurately extracted the tumor. Also the tumor location and area is 
exactly determined. 

4. Classification analysis 

The performance evaluation of the work is done through metrics i.e. 
sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, precision etc. (Dass & Sanjeet, 2013) 
measured by the equations given below in Table 4. Total 448 images 
(318 abnormal and 130 normal cases) of breast MR dataset are used for 
performance analysis of SVM classifier. The system is trained with 241 
images in total of both cases while tested the remaining 207 breast MR 
images. The evaluations are done through various parameters (Jalalian 
et al., 2017) shown in Fig. 7. 

Where TP represents abnormal tissues correctly classified as the 
abnormal one; FP represents normal images which are wrongly classi-
fied as abnormal image; TN represents normal tissues which are 
correctly unclassified as abnormal image, FN shows abnormal images 
which are wrongly unclassified as abnormal tissues (Polat & Güneş, 
2007). Table 6 gives the other performance evaluation parameters i.e. 

Table 5 
Result Analysis.  

Fig. 7. Confusion Matrix of classification outcomes.  

Table 6 
Performance Evaluation Parameters by SVM classifier.  

S. No. Performance Evaluation 
parameters 

Formulae/ 
Calculation 

Value (%) 

1 Sensitivity TP
Actual(Abnormal)

95.62 

2 Specificity TN
TN + FP   

87.23 

3 Accuracy TP + TN
Total   

93.71 

4 Misclassification Rate FP + FN
total   

6.28 

5 FPR FP
Actual(Normal)

12.76 

6 F Measure 2×
Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall   

86.44 

7 Prevalence Actual(Abnormal)
Total   

77.29 

8 Jaccard Index TP
TP + FN + FP   

92.16  
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Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity etc. 
ROC (Receiver Operating Curve) is generated in the two-dimensional 

plane: Sensitivity known as True Positive Rate (TPR) plotted on Y-axis 
and False Positive Rate (FPR) lies at X-axis [46]. ROC is considered as a 
benchmark to analyse the efficacy of classifier. The proposed algorithm 
shows the value of sensitivity is 95.6% means detection of abnormal 
tissues is good enough while the specificity is reached at 87.2%. The 
system attains good accuracy of 93.7% proves its significance in classi-
fying normal or abnormal tissues. ROC curve is shown in Fig. 8 whereas 
Fig. 9 depicted the Precision-Recall curve. 

RIDER breast MR dataset is one among the online available data-
bases of Breast MRI with limited patients’ data. The existing methods 
presented the statistical results of privately collected breast MRI data-
bases from different hospitals. Therefore, comparative analysis between 
the approaches/methods implemented on different databases is not 
justified. Hence, the best way to validate the results is to demonstrate 
different evaluation metrics when compared with manually segmented 
results by the radiologist. This requires the active involvement of many 

radiologists to establish a large & even standardized medical imaging 
database. The research community also needs to share the benchmark 
datasets to facilitate this revolution. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, the breast tissues are segmented and then classified into 
normal and abnormal tissues through MR image dataset of breast. The 
pre-processing is done to get a noise-free breast MR image which is quite 
appropriate to be used for edge detection & segmentation. The intensity 
of abnormal as well as normal tissues is determined; therefore the 
abnormal lesion is identified from the segmented region using 
morphological operations and holes’ filling. The SVM classifier is used to 
classify the breast tissues by analyzing selected feature vectors. The 
implementation of the proposed algorithm is analyzed through the 207 
breast MR images collected from the Healthmap Diagnostic centre, 
PGIMS, Rohtak. The experimental analysis performed on the different 
cases shows that the given algorithm is accurate enough when compared 

Fig. 8. ROC curve for all tested images of breast MR dataset.  

Fig. 9. Precision-Recall curve.  
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with the manual segmentation done by radiologists. Result analysis 
shows that the proposed one can aid in the early and accurate detection 
of abnormal tissues along with the identification of exact tumor location. 
The other evaluation parameters also prove the fact that the proposed 
algorithm provides improvements in certain parameters such as sensi-
tivity, specificity, accuracy, Jaccard Index etc. The overlap coefficient 
termed as Jaccard Index is 92.1% and 93.7% accuracy demonstrated the 
efficacy of the system to classify the breast tissues into normal or 
abnormal one. The proposed work can be used like initial screening for 
the radiologists or may be taken as a second opinion in highly critical 
cases. The results of this study give a basic foundation for optimizing this 
work by analyzing more value added criterion of feature extraction & 
selection. Also, other classifiers along with different evolutionary or 
optimization algorithms can be designed in future. 
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